Subject: Tunisian Position on Spanish Sahara

1. September 17 press published excerpts from interview given by Foreign Minister Chatti to Al-Hayat of Beirut in which he discussed Got position on settlement of Spanish Sahara dispute. Chatti expressed hope that settlement will arise from discussion between the two parties, I.E., Morocco and Mauritania on one side and Spain on the other. He said Tunisia supports the principle contained in UN resolution calling for
Referendum in disputed territory, but is opposed to offering independence as an option. Tunisia believes, he said, that the birth of a state in this area is impossible because there are so few inhabitants and because other conditions requisite to statehood are lacking. Chatti added that if the territory in question becomes independent, "Spain will have gone out by one door and come back in by another".

2. Comment: This is first time Got has publicly gone beyond formula of supporting UN resolution and "liberation" of Spanish Sahara.
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